In order to solve the problem of underdetermined blind source separation (BSS) in the diagnosis of compound fault of roller bearings, an underdetermined BSS algorithm based on null-space pursuit (NSP) was proposed. In this algorithm, the signal model of faulty roller bearing is firstly used to construct an appropriate differential operator in null space. With the constructed differential operator, the mixed signals collected by the vibration sensor are decomposed into a series of stacks of narrow band signal containing the characteristics of faulty bearing. Finally, the underdetermined problem is transformed to an overdetermined problem by combining the narrow band signals and the original mixed signals into a new group of observed signals. In this way, the separation of the mixed signals can be realized. Experiments and engineering data analyses show that the problem of underdetermined BSS can be solved effectively by this approach, and then the compound fault of the roller bearing can be separated.
Introduction
Rolling bearing is the most commonly used mechanical component in mechanical equipment and its operational status directly influences the performance of the entire machinery. In engineering practice, bearing faults may cause severe mechanical failures and huge economic losses; therefore, the fault monitoring and diagnosis of rolling bearing are of high significance. However, as a typical nonstationary signal, the vibration signal of rolling bearing contains a large amount of noises in engineering practice. The vibration signal analysis and treatment are a complex nonlinear problem. So far, many researches have been carried out on fault diagnosis of rolling bearing at home and abroad.
Fourier transform offers a bridge of the signals between the time domain and frequency domain. It is the dominant method of signal treatment. However, Fourier transform only provides the statistical average of the signals on the whole but not the local information; thus it cannot characterize the stochastic, nonstationary signals. Based on Fourier transform, the researchers suggest a great many of time-frequency analysis methods after strenuous efforts which include wavelet analysis [1, 2] , wavelet packet analysis [3] , Kurtogram and its improved Kurtogram [4] [5] [6] , Sparsogram [7] , Protrugram [8] , and EMD and EEMD [9] [10] [11] . Using these methods, we can gain an insight into the general and local properties of time-frequency or time-scale. It is more accurate and reliable to analyze the signals both generally and locally than to perform only time-domain or frequencydomain analysis. Most methods decompose the signals by using fixed basis function or kernel function, which directly gives rise to the uncertainty principle. When the input signals contain two modulated signals with similar frequency, a strong perturbation term will appear in the time-frequency domain. EMD method is featured by self-adaptability; however, when it is used to analyze the compound fault containing fault components of similar frequency, mode mixing and false components may occur because of the mutual disturbance between the fault features. On the basis of EMD algorithm, Peng and Hwang put forward a self-adaptive decomposition algorithm utilizing the local narrow band signals and operator theory that is the null-space pursuit algorithm (NSP) [12] . This algorithm is executed by solving a regularization method for an optimization problem. The core idea of NSP algorithm is to make the local narrow band signal disappear under the action of singular local linear operator. The latter can act on the signals to extract the local narrow band components of the signals. Then the local narrow band signals obtained serve as the basic signals, which are superimposed to approximate the original signals. In this way, the self-adaptive decomposition of the signals is achieved.
Peng and Hwang carried out an optimization of this algorithm so that the frequency-modulated local narrow band signals can effectively disappear in [13] . In 2011, Hu et al. improved the NSP algorithm on this basis. Therefore, the algorithm can well extract the amplitude-and frequencymodulated local narrow band signals [14] . Xiao et al. proposed the null-space pursuit algorithm using self-adaptive third-order differential operator. The introduction of thirdorder linear differential operator makes it possible to extract the complex exponential signals, based on which the fourthorder operator is further developed [15] . The null-space pursuit algorithm is mainly applied to the field of image processing, and currently its extension of the application to other fields of engineering is under discussion. NSP is a signal separation method based on self-adaptive operator, which is derived from the vibration model of the signals to be analyzed, so the NSP has a strong self-adaptability. Until now, the algorithm is rarely used in the fault diagnosis of bearing other than in image processing [16] .
In recent years some researchers have introduced BSS into compound fault diagnosis of rolling bearings and gained some progress [17, 18] . In this paper, a new method of underdetermined BSS based on NSP is proposed to diagnose the rolling bearings compound faults.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematic model of faulty rolling bearing vibration signal. Section 3 addresses the new underdetermined BSS method based on the vibration model of faulty rolling bearing and the null-space pursuit algorithm. Section 4 presents experiment signal analysis results. The new method is validated further through the analysis of engineering example in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with some remarks for the future work.
Signal Vibration Model for Fault Analysis of the Rolling Bearing
As known from literature [19, 20] , the vibration mode of the rolling bearing can be approximately considered as a massspring-damping system. By analyzing the fault features of the bearing, the signal of the faulty bearing can be expressed as
where denotes the spring coefficient; ∈ (−∞, +∞); ( ) is unit pulse function. The vibration signals acquired by the acceleration sensor are expressed as
where ( ) is the valid signal among all signals collected; ( ) is the environment noise. The basic valid component of the faulty bearing signals is the attenuated signal of impact as follows:
The vibration model can be approximated to a massspring-damping system. It is known that, for a mass-springdamping system, its dynamic model is expressed as follows:
where is the mass; is first derivative; is second derivative; is the damping coefficients. Let 2 = / , = /2 , where is system frequency; then formula (4) can be written in the following form:
The damping ratio = / is defined. Thus, formula (5) is rewritten:
In underdamped situation, since ≪ 1, there is = √1 − 2 ≈ , where is the angular frequency of damped vibration. Then formula (6) can be further rewritten into
Its solution is approximately expressed as
Given the definition of damping ratio as = / , formula (8) is equivalent to formula (3). Through the above analysis, it can be obtained that the basic component ( ) = − cos( ) of fault signal of the rolling bearing is the solution to the second-order differential equation + 2 + 2 = 0. As known from literature [19] , although the types of fault caused by the damage on different positions of rolling bearing vary, the types of fault occurring in the inner ring, outer ring, and rolling body can be all approximately considered as exponential decay function. That is to say, the basic components of these fault types are all written in the form as formula (8) . The types of fault on different positions of rolling bearing conform to second-order differential equation + 2 + 2 = 0. From this, the differential operator of different fault type can be constructed specifically for the rolling bearing. 
New Underdetermined BSS Method
Based on Null-Space Pursuit to zero, that is, ( ( )) = 0, then it is said that the signal ( ) is located in the null space of operator . If the signal ( ) being decomposed is treated by the operator for many times, then the components of signal ( ) that is located in the null space of operator will be extracted one by one. Thus, the signal can be finally written in the following form:
where is the narrow band signal located in the null space of operator −1 . Here −1 is the operator estimated from signal
. is the residual signal obtained by treating the signal ( ) for times.
It is seen from the above analysis that the construction of operator in NSP algorithm is the core. For the rolling bearing, the valid components of the fault signals of the rolling bearing are located in the null space of the following operator according to formula (7):
Consider a second-order operator in the following form:
where ( ) is the envelope of signal ( ) = ( ) cos( ) and is instantaneous frequency.
In the fault signal ( ) = − cos( ) of rolling bearing, there is ( ) = − , which is substituted into formula (11):
Because ≪ 1, the value of 2 is small. At this time, operator (10) is approximately equal to operator (12); thus, from (10), (11) , and (12), it can be known that operator (11) is able to effectively extract the fault signals of the bearing.
The procedures of NSP algorithm proposed for the operator are as follows.
(1) The original signal , the terminating thresholds , 
− ). (4) The parameter̂+
1 is calculated by the following formula:
(5)̂+ 1 is calculated by the following formula:
).
(6) The leakage parameter +1 is calculated by the following formula:
(7) It is determined whether ‖̂+ 1 −̂‖ < ‖ ‖ is satisfied. If it is satisfied, then̂=̂+ 1 ,̂1 =̂+ Matrix is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal element being vector. is identity matrix. 1 and 2 are first-order and second-order differential matrices;̂1 is Lagrange parameter;̂is the parameter used to determine the information amount of − in the null space of . The initial value of parameter in the algorithm is configured based on experience. 
BSS Algorithm.
BSS algorithm is a method of signal processing used to estimate the unknown source signal and parameter of unknown hybrid channel through only the observed signals collected by the sensor. Currently, the most widely used methods of BSS include independent component analysis (ICA) and the approximate joint diagonalization algorithm based on eigenmatrix proposed by Cui et al. and Cardoso [21, 22] , which is employed in this study.
The procedure is shown as follows.
(1) Whitening process is performed on the observed signal ( ). Suppose ( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( )) contains observed signals, ( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( )) represents the unknown source signals, and is a full-rank mixing matrix ( ≥ ) with × . Then the model of BSS is shown as follows:
The autocorrelation matrix of the observed signal ( ) is defined as follows:
where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate and the eigenvalue of is decomposed into the characteristic roots and the corresponding eigenvectors. Here 1 , 2 , . . . , denote the top large characteristic roots and 1 , 2 , . . . , denote the corresponding eigenvectors. Suppose the interference is white noise; then the estimation of noise variance 2 is the average of the − smallest eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix . The whitening signal ( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( )) can be obtained with the following formula:
Then the whitening matrix is obtained as follows:
Here the superscript denotes the transposition of complex conjugate. The whitening observed signal can be obtained by multiplying formula (15) by the whitening matrix from the left:
The signal after whitening is the mixture of unitary matrix of the source signal. In this way, the problem of determining the mixing matrix is transformed to find the unitary matrix .
(2) The joint diagonalization process is performed on the whitened signal to determine the unitary matrix , so as to obtain the estimation of source signal. In this study, the approximate joint diagonalization algorithm based on eigenmatrix by Cardoso is used. For any matrix with × , the fourth-order cumulant matrix ( ) of ( ) is defined as follows:
where cum( , * , , * ) is the fourth-order cumulant matrix of four components , , , in the whitening matrix ( ). is the element on the th row and the th column of the matrix . Moreover, with the optimization, the matrix is obtained by performing the joint diagonalization on the fourth-order cumulant of the whitening matrix ( ).
In the calculating process, the quadratic sum of the diagonal components in matrix ( ) is used as a measure shown as
The unitary matrix can be obtained by maximizing the formula above. Then the estimation of source signal can be achieved: 
Underdetermined BSS Algorithm Based on Null-Space
Pursuit. According to the analysis of BSS and NSP, the mixed signals can be separated when the number of the original signals is larger than the observed signals, and they can be decomposed into a series of stacks of narrow band signal which contains the bearing fault information only if the operator of NSP is selected appropriately. Therefore, the mixed signals can be preprocessed by NSP algorithm and obtain several observed signals which are combined with the original observed signals to get a new group of observed signals. Thus, the number of the observed signals is larger than the original signals. Furthermore, the underdetermined problem is transformed into overdetermined problem to realize the separation of the bearing fault characteristics. The method is performed as follows.
(1) The differential operator is constructed according to the vibration model of signal of faulty roller bearing.
(2) With the constructed operator, the observed signals are decomposed into a series of stacks of narrow band signal which contains characteristics of the faulty bearing. (5) The joint diagonalization based on eigenmatrix is performed on the signals obtained in step (4) to determine the unitary matrix , so as to obtain the estimation of source signal.
(6) The source signal can be estimated on which the Hilbert process is conducted to obtain the characteristics of faulty bearings.
The algorithm flow is shown as Figure 1 .
Experimental Research
The experimental system consists of bearing test stand, HG3528A data acquisition instrument, and laptop. The test stand (shown as Figure 2 ) is connected to the shaft with the rotor (4) via the flexible coupling (2) using the threephase asynchronous motor (1). The shaft is supported by two 6307 bearings: (3) is a normal bearing and (5) is the bearing with different pitting modes. The rotating speed of motor is = 1496 r/min, the outer diameter of the bearing is = 80 mm, and the inner diameter is = 35 mm. The number of rolling elements is = 8, and the contact angle is = 0. According to the above parameters and literature [20, 21] , it can be calculated that the feature frequency of the fault on the outer ring of the bearing is 78.7282 Hz, that on the inner ring is 123.738 Hz, and that on the rolling element is 99.38 Hz. The sampling frequency is 15360 Hz, and the length of the analyzed signal is 4096 points.
When there are faults on both the inner and outer ring of the bearing, the observed signal is shown as Figure 3 . It can be seen from the frequency spectrum of Figure 3 that the faults simultaneously occur on the inner ring and the outer ring of the bearing. There are two source signals in the experiment, the fault signals of inner ring and outer ring, while there is only one observed signal. This is a problem of the undetermined BSS, which cannot be solved by the conventional BSS algorithm. The proposed method is adopted to separate the signals. First, NSP is used to extract the observed signal for five times, and five narrow band signals are obtained. The narrow band signals obtained above contain the bearing fault characteristics information because the differential operator is constructed according to the bearing fault modeling. The five narrow band signals and their frequency spectrums are shown in Figure 4 . The five narrow band signals containing the bearing fault characteristics and the original observed signal are combined into a new group of observed signals, so that the undetermined BSS issue is transformed into an overdetermined BSS. The separation result is shown in Figure 5 . The separated signal is subject to Hilbert demodulation analysis, and the obtained demodulation spectrum is shown as Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 (a), there is a fault on the inner ring of the bearing, and the peak value occurs at 123.75 Hz, which is very close to the frequency of the fault on the inner ring of the bearing, 122.738 Hz. In addition, there are also peak values at other multiple frequencies, 247.5 Hz and 371.3 Hz, which shows the correctness of diagnosis. It can be seen from Figure 6 (b) that there is a fault on the outer ring of the bearing. The peak value occurs at 78.75 Hz, which is very close to the frequency of the fault on the outer ring of the bearing, 76.728 Hz, and there are peak values at the multiple frequencies, 157.5 Hz and 232.5 Hz. Therefore, the fault on the outer ring of the bearing is diagnosed. Thus, the method successfully separates the composite fault of inner and outer ring of the roller bearing, so as to implement the diagnosis of composite fault on the roller bearing.
Engineering Application
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, it is applied to engineering practice. Figure 7 shows the drive system of high-speed wire gearbox in a steel plant. The on-site test from January 27, 2009, shows that the peak value of the horizontal measuring point at the north output end of the gearbox of the vibration data began to rise from January 21. This means that the operation situation was deteriorating. It was preliminarily diagnosed that there is a fault at the north measuring point of the gearbox.
The given condition is that the fault feature frequencies of outer ring, inner ring, and rolling element of the bearing measured (indicated by the arrow in Figure 7 ) were 156.75 Hz, 191.5833 Hz, and 138.5546 Hz, respectively. Besides, the rotating speed of the bearing was 951 r/min. First, the Hilbert demodulation is conducted to analyze the signal, and the obtained frequency spectrum is shown as Figure 8 . According to the chart, only the frequencies 151 Hz and 185 Hz are most close to the fault feature frequency. However, the fault type of the measured object cannot be determined. The outcome from the processing with the proposed algorithm is shown as Figure 9 . The frequency that is extremely close to the fault feature frequency of inner ring and outer ring and its double frequency can be seen. This means that there are faults at both the inner ring and the outer ring of the analyzed bearing. After taking out the fault bearing, it was found that there was pitting on the inner and outer ring, as shown in Figure 9 . This further illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Pitting faults at the bearing of shaft I at the north of the speed-up gearbox were found as shown in Figure 10 .
Conclusions
The mixed signals can be separated effectively by the traditional BSS only if the number of the observed signals is larger than the original signals. To solve the underdetermined problem in single channel bearing fault diagnosis, a new BSS algorithm based on null-space pursuit algorithm was proposed. The null-space pursuit algorithm is an adaptive signal decomposition algorithm which can separate mixed signals into several narrow band signals effectively with effective operator constructed. In this paper, firstly, the signal model of faulty bearing is analyzed and the appropriate operator is constructed according to the characteristics of faulty bearings. Secondly, the mixed signals are preprocessed by the operator constructed above to get a group of narrow band signals that contains fault features. Thirdly, a new group of observed signals are obtained by combining the narrow band signals with the original observed signals; thus the separation of the bearing fault characteristics is realized. Finally, the engineering signals and the experiment signals are used to validate the proposed method. The results show that the traditional underdetermined problem of BSS is solved and the bearing fault characteristics are separated successfully. Therefore, diagnosis of roller bearings compound fault using underdetermined blind source separation algorithm based on null-space pursuit is effective.
